
Retro-fit 
Your House Today

       
    B

ring safety with comfort to
 your house

Prepare your or your
loved one's home for

aging in place.



A 
Senior-Friendly

 Home?

Every three senior citizens for
10000 die due to fall in Bathroom

Every five senior citizens for 10000 die
due to fall from staircase 

According to the survey from the National Institute on Aging (NIA)

Every 6 senior citizens for 10000 suffer a
lot while using the toilet 

It's your need of the hour



With less worry and more
safety, you can make
each day a real page-
turner.

We want your home to be too big to
hold all of your emotions and too small
to hold all of the dangers at this age.
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Safe & Secure

Your Companion in Care

Threshold-free
access

Comfort 



Smooth
surfaces for
easier
mobility

Add non-slip flooring in the
entryway inside the home.

Outside the home, add non-
slip strips or scuff the surface
to create improved footing.

Repair uneven or cracked
areas on the walkway toward
the home

create a no-rise entry with
ramps.



Enter Your House effortless



Make the
appliances
work for
her, not the
other way
around.

Switch to kitchen appliances
with easy-to-read controls
and simple-to-use push button
interfaces

Convert to glass cabinet
doors so your loved one can
identify items without effort.

Microwave drawers are a
great addition to the aging in
place home
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Our  goal is to increase
accessibility and prevent
bending and crouching



Create a
Bathroom
as this side
of a
Paradise

Ad slip-prevention flooring
throughout the bathroom and
shower area. Non-skid bath
mats, non-slip strips in the
bath and shower or stable
secure bathmats with non-slip
rug tape all work.

Use U-shaped, vertical or
angle bars rather than
diagonal bars. Diagonal bars
create hand slippage and
may increase the risk of falls.
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Repave and
reconstruct
level for
easier
mobility.

Increase stair visibility by
using contrast strips on the
and bottom stairs. The color
contrast between the treads
and risers on stairs

If you must have stairs, install
rails on both sides of the
stairs. These should be at
least one-and-a-half inch in
diameter to accommodate
aging grips



Transform entryways into safe zones



A place that is

comfortable, safe, &

secure for everyone



Process 
Presentations are
communication tools
that can be used as
demonstrations,
lectures, speeches,
reports, and more. 
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Get in
Touch
Let's Talk

Website

www.cuddle.co.in

Office Number

91 741100012201        

Email Address

info@cuddle.co.in


